WHY LEARN TRT?
 Upgrade your adjustments from a mechanistic
segmental approach to a neurological tonal model
 Shift your patients from a symptomatic understanding
of your care to a wellness consciousness
 Increase the magic from each and every adjustment
regardless of how you adjust
 Evolve your technical confidence and certainty to the
level of mastery
 Expand your capacity to see
more clients in less time
 Maximise your patient retention
and compliance
 Break free from doing more and
more for less result – to doing
less for more results
 See larger changes correcting
emotional, psychological,
behavioural, and chemical
components of Subluxation
 Reduce mental and physical fatigue to your own body
by using an effective low-force technique
 Develop committed practice members without the need
for any marketing techniques or hard-sell tactics

WHAT IS TRT?











Vitalistic model of subluxation analysis and correction
evolved from traditional chiropractic principles to 21 st
century quantum science
Unique combination of the most evidence-based
chiropractic diagnosis following critical review of the
“best of the best” neurological subluxation indicators
Neurological and tonal system of differential diagnosis
to determine the primary subluxation, at any given
moment in time
Live analysis to determine where and how the non-linear
body wants and needs to be adjusted
Systems upgrade to any chiropractic technique analysis
First technique to be developed through randomised
controlled scientific research design
Hardware upgrade if you also embrace the latest in
adjusting technology…

INTRODUCING THE ULTIMATE ADJUSTING INSTRUMENT…

THE INTEGRATOR
Not just another impulse hammer, but a purpose-built,
three dimensional adjusting instrument which delivers
the correction your hands would like to
The only adjusting instrument designed to fulfil all the
specifications of the purest chiropractic adjustment –
the Toggle Recoil
Reproducible due to pre-loading mechanism – only
fires when correct pressure applied
Impulse frequency, recoil, torque and high-speed
correction – all scientifically measured to maximise
neurological and state of wellbeing changes
Even “hands-only” DCs can’t resist this tool when they
see the results

PROGRAM PRESENTER
Dr Nick Hodgson (below left) has been responsible for introducing
TRT to the Australian Chiropractic profession by coordinating,
facilitating and teaching numerous training programs, and has
been personally mentored by Dr Jay Holder (below right), the
developer of TRT. Nick is the only Australasian provider of TRT
Training. Nick is a 1990 graduate of the Phillip Institute of
Technology (now RMIT) where he received the academic award for
Chiropractic Science. Nick has been recognised by both the
CAA(Vic) and RMIT Alumni for his contributions and service to the
chiropractic profession, culminating as 2005 VICTORIAN
CHIROPRACTOR OF THE YEAR. He has been in full-time practice
for twenty eight years, and is one of Australia’s most-experienced
TRT practitioners. Nick is a Fellow of the Holder Research Institute
(F.H.R.I.), and has completed five of the ten modules of the
Certified Addictionologist (CAd) program.

TRT REGISTRATION
FEES:
Part A – Online Theory

$110

Part B – Hands On
Workshop

$220

Part A & B Package

$320

Register now: Class sizes strictly limited!
Prerequisites:
Part B – Part A assessments or previous attendance to TRT
program must be completed before can attend Part B
All fees include GST and in AUD. Light lunches provided both
Prac days (Please notify any special dietary needs when register).

Name: ……………………………………………….……
Street: …………………………………………………….
City: ……………………..….... State: …..… P/C: …….
Ph: ( _ _ ) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Fax: ( _ _ ) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Email: …………………………………………………….
PAYMENT:
TICK PART: __ A __ B __ A, B
TOTAL: $ ………………

__ Visa __ M/C

Name on card: …………………………………………..
Card #: _ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _ CSC: _ _ _
Exp Date: _ _/_ _ Signature: ………………...……..…
Make cheque payable to Super Healthy P/L
Mail to: 40 Park Cres. South Geelong, Vic. 3220.

Ph: 0419 104 076
Register online at
www.torquerelease.com.au

ABOUT TRT TRAINING
Two Part Program: Part A - Study all the theory
online in the comfort of your own home; Part B –
1 day intensive hands on training incl. Advanced
TRT methods
We provide you with a comprehensive, intensive,
interactive and highly practical training process
You’ll benefit from lots of hands-on tuition and
leave with the proficiency to implement the
technique on Monday morning
Your registration includes your training manual
which will help you to revise, review and
complete your learning
You’ll experience first-hand the power of TRT
adjustments – many DCs encounter amazing
healing changes during the program
And. We don’t leave you hungry as your fee
includes light and nourishing meals
And…… Following the program we don’t leave
you on your own as you have access to FREE
email support, and ongoing advanced hands-on
training opportunities

Part A – Study online

MELBOURNE
Part B – Hands On Workshop

Sunday June 17
Mantra Hotel Tullamarine
Cnr Melrose and Trade Park Dve, 3043
5 minutes from Melbourne Airport and Western Ring Road

Accommodation Call (03) 9093 6500
www.mantratullamarinehotel.com.au

WORKSHOP HOURS:
Sunday: 8.00am – 6.00pm
Register Today – Class Size Restricted
CPD CATEGORISATION:
Each Part 8 Hours Informal Learning Activity

"I have been so impressed with TRT… based upon wellestablished chiropractic analysis principles, and it works!
…has added significant substance to our chiropractic
technique procedures, and to our chiropractic profession."
Alfred States, Father of Diversified Technique

"TRT is based upon what DD and BJ intended – that we
have innate and genetic potential and that the subluxation
interferes with this expression. TRT is a tonal technique
based on constant never ending improvement."
Matthew McCoy, Professor Clinical Sciences Life University, Editor of a
number of chiropractic scientific journals

"TRT is a dynamic system of analysis and adjustment.
Synthesizing and encompassing the "best of the best"
within many of the great chiropractic techniques of our
profession, TRT becomes a welcomed, philosophical and
scientifically based addition of subluxation-based
chiropractic technique for the next 100 years..."
Robin C Hyman, Author of over eight college level textbooks, and
numerous manuals and journal articles, named chiropractic educator of
the year in 1997 for all chiropractic colleges worldwide

No other program offers you this level of
comprehensive training and support

"TRT is a MUST for any chiropractor. Finally a way to
computer upgrade your present technique to a Non-Linear
System and Tonal Model. An "All Win" for pediatrics."
Liz Anderson-Peacock, WCA Chiropractor of the Year 1999, Canadian
Chiropractor Magazine Chiropractor of the Year 1998, Instructor for the
International Chiropractors Pediatric Association Diplomate Program

Visit www.torquerelease.com.au to read the research,
watch the videos and listen to the audios

ADJUST NO SUBLUXATION BEFORE IT’S TIME

OUR MISSION: “CUTTING-EDGE
CHIROPRACTORS – TOUCHING MORE LIVES”

"TRT is such a fantastic technique to use, practice
changing! It is wonderful when the patients get up off the
table, turn to you with a smile in their eyes and say "thank
you"... you know you've helped turn the power on."
Dave Russell, New Zealand College of Chiropractic Centre Director

21st CENTURY TECHNIQUE

